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Afghan Cuisine is a collection of traditional Afghan family recipes that have been gathered and

translated to English for the novice Afghan and non-Afghan cook. The intention of the book is

to help Afghans and non-Afghan learn to cook delicious Afghan food in easy to follow steps.

The book is written from the Western perspective and directions are provided to easily locate

the needed ingredients and short cuts included for the person that is on the go. This book is

the result of many years of collecting, research, observation, and practice in regards to cooking

Afghan cuisine.

From the PublisherNafisa Sekandari has written this book so that even the most novice cook

can duplicate authentic Afghan dishes. Many Afghan cookbooks include recipes that are

difficult to follow or duplicate here in the West. This book provides easy short cuts and

alternative ingredients that can easily be found in the West. Recipes are written in an easy to

follow format, making cooking Afghan food easy for the most novice chef.This is not a

traditional Afghan recipe book. Although there are numerous recipes for authentic Afghan

dishes listed in the book, Nafisa has also included non-traditional favorite dishes that have

become part of her family cuisine. There are many traditional home style Afghan cookbooks

out there, but the goal of Afghan Cuisine is to incorporate the cultural influences from the West

while at the same time speak to the health conscious person who doesn't cook often, but is

interested in learning how to cook Afghan food in a simple manner. Afghan food can be

healthy, nutritious, and delicious. Afghan food is not hot and spicy or bland but very flavorful. --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorNafisa Sekandari is

currently living in California with her family. After having immigrated to the United States more

than 30 years ago, Nafisa understands the need to preserve the Afghan culture and traditions

for the future generations. With the future generation in mind, special considerations were

made to ensure the simplicity of the recipes for those who wish to recreate favorite family

recipes in the West. As with the 1st edition of Afghan Cuisine, it continues to be the intention

of the author to send a portion of the proceeds of this cookbook to help the women and

children in Afghanistan with needs such as education, healthcare, and nutrition. For feedback

regarding the book, please contact the author at afghan_cuisine@yahoo.com. --This text refers

to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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MajesticMacaron, “An indepth Guide to Afghan Traditional Cuisine!. This book really is great for

novices (such as myself) who want to learn tradional delicious Afghan dishes but without the

complications. The recipes are simple and easy to understand. There's tons of dishes in it to

choose from and it really gives insight into Afghan cuisine. A MUST have.”

Samira Wakilie, “I should have found it sooner!. Great Book!”

Donna K. Faught, “AFGHAN FOOD. Enjoyable Afghan food”

Omaid, “Afghan Cuisine cook-book. It is just a wonderful book. Easy to follow and clear to

understand. Except the measuring part. It was not complete and needs more expansion on it. I

still need a bit clarification on it. For example, speaking of measuring equipments, it should be

in the manner:1 Cup = How many mils? = How many ounces? In terms of using quarters like

2/3 of a cup it could be problematic. Because in my humble opinion, cup sizes vary. If it is a

standard cup, then I would like to know what is a standard cup equal to? So many probably

wouldn't know what is 1 Standard size cup equal to? In terms of milliliters or in terms of ounces

is more helpful. It helps, it if had been in this way. Any info in this regard anyone might have,

please pass it on to me. Other then that is just wonderful and I recommand it to anyone.Good

luck and thanks,”

Mihaela M., “Amazing book! Highly recommended. This book is amazing! And so easy to

follow!  Love it!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Yum. After my deployment to Afghanistan, I really missed the food. I

worked very closely with the Afghan army and often ate with the interps. These recipes are

excellent.”



Mr Sammer, “Afghan cooking and culture.. Very Nice book but requires more contribution from

all parts of Afgahnistan to show the true diversity of Afghan cuisine.Also, the book reflects on

the fact that Afghan Dishes, Culture and History is far away from places like Punjab Pakistanis

and India which the west claim is all one land block (totally fabricated and untrue).I hope this

book succeeds and people of the west open there eyes and prevent their governments trying

to mix 5000 year Afghanculture with punjab Pakistanis.”

Autorin "Scent of Rainbow", “SEDUCTIVE RECIPES. This cookbook contains not only most

seductive recipes, but as well some really mouthwatering pictures. I can recommend buying

this to anybody.”

Sara, “Best. Great book! Great recipes and very descriptive? Easy to understand. The author

does a great job of connecting the user to the recipes”

Barbara, “:). amazing book for beginners.”

The book by Nafisa Sekandari has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 36 people have provided feedback.
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